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Brian Winterman
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INTEGRATION AND ASSESSMENT OF 
INFORMATION LITERACY IN AN 
UNDERGRADUATE BIOLOGY PROGRAM
IN THE BEGINNING… (2004-2006)
IS THIS REALLY 
NECESSARY?
• “Product of the program”
• Established BUILD working group (Biology Undergraduate 
Information Literacy Development)
• L301 and L322 (My information literacy playgrounds)
• Research Grants: Development of model exercises
SHIFTING THE FOCUS (2006-2010)
THE PICTURE THAT EMERGED (2010)
L111/L112
L211/M250
300’s/400’s
TIER 1
TIER 2
TIER 3
Science Seeker/Foundations
• Nature and structure of information: reflects science
• Summarizing info of different types in increasing 
complexity; connections
• Formats of documents
• Data analysis and reporting
News and Views 
• Personal position addressed to general audience
• Variety of info used
• Comprehend and explain
Research proposal 
• Exhaustive literature search
• Identify gaps in knowledge
• Propose and justify solutions
THE CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTING
SIZE  - COMMUNICATION  - SUSTAINABILITY  - AUTHENTICITY
• Biology program goals
• Campus assessment task force (program review mandate)
• Professional Development (Immersion/RAILS; grants)
• Changes in the Libraries (T&L Department)
CONCURRENT INITIATIVES AND OTHER 
FACTORS (2010-2012)
SEA SCHOLARS (2012-PRESENT)
(SCIENCE EDUCATION ASSESSMENT SCHOLARS)
LEARNING OUTCOMES
LEARNING OUTCOMES (THE PROCESS)
Tier I   Relevance to course/ NATURE AND STRUCTURE Tier II  Relevance to field/ significance / PERSPECTIVES Tier III – Relevance to current/future stuff/ novelty Innovations 
1. Select course-relevant topic to investigate  
2. Summarizes the information available in different types of sources (primary, 
secondary, etc) and makes explicit connections among these sources  
3. Uses appropriate tools (indexes, catalogs, etc.) to access scholarly sources   
4. Identifies the sections of a primary research article and their purposes 
5. Describe the general methodological approach and the logic of the experimental design 
6. Summarize information from primary and secondary literature 
7. Cites sources including recognizing when an idea is common knowledge 
8. Quotes and paraphrases and attributes accurately and appropriately 
9. Interprets a figure from literature in the context of the study.  
a. Poor:  
b. Good: Explains some aspects of figure (axes, legends, AND/OR results) 
c. Excellent: Explains all aspects of figure AND interprets results 
10. Cites sources including recognizing when an idea is common knowledge 
11. Attributes quotations and paraphrased information in an accurate and appropriate 
manner. 
a. Poor: Plagiarizes 
b. Good: Cites sources in (author, date) format 
c. Excellent: Cites sources only when needed (not for common knowledge info) 
d. Maybe don't need # 9? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Articulate and refine question to investigate (why do you need this info? What 
are you trying to investigate?  This is there.) (outlining) 
2. Identifies multiple complementary resources (primary, secondary, etc.) and 
appropriately uses the information found in each 
3. Uses tools strategically and efficiently to access relevant scholarly sources 
4. Extracts necessary information from specific sections of a primary article 
5. Evaluates the general methodological approach and the logic of the 
experimental design in order to identify benefits and drawbacks 
6. Synthesizes information from multiple resources to provide perspective on a 
topic   
7. Cites original source of information to support claim or observation; Accurate 
portrayal of others conclusions  
8. Quotes and paraphrases and attributes accurately and appropriately 
9. Interprets a figure from literature in the context of the study.  
10. Cites original source of information to support claim or observation. Accurately 
portrays the findings/conclusions of cited papers. 
a. One issue I can see with this is how we can observe this without doing a 
LOT of extra work?  
11. Attributes quotations and paraphrased information in an accurate and 
appropriate manner. 
a. Less reliance on quotations (should be synthesizing!) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Articulate gap to investigate (why do you need this info? What are you trying to investiga      
there.); “gap” is important – what information is needed to indicate that investigating the   
necessary?; Identify current gaps in knowledge on a scientific subject and generate a que     
gap in knowledge. Identify the societal implications of research. (outline) 
2. Identifies the most current and significant literature sources (primary, secondary, etc   
appropriately uses the information found in each 
3. Uses tools strategically and efficiently to access relevant scholarly sources 
4. Strategically and efficiently extracts necessary information from specific sections of a prim   
5. Evaluates methodological approaches in order to design an appropriate experiment that  
outstanding questions in the literature     
6.  Synthesizes information from multiple resources to construct an argument for proposed    
7. Cites original source of information to support claim or observation; Accurate portrayal o   
conclusions  
8. Quotes and paraphrases and attributes accurately and appropriately 
10. Interprets a figure from literature in the context of the study.  
11. Cites original source of information to support claim or observation. Accurately portrays  
findings/conclusions of cited papers. 
a. One issue I can see with this is how we can observe this without doing a LOT of extra wo   
12. Attributes quotations and paraphrased information in an accurate and appropriate man  
a. Less reliance on quotations (should be synthesizing!) 
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LEARNING OUTCOMES (GAP ANALYSIS)
LEARNING OUTCOMES (GAP ANALYSIS)
ASSIGNMENTS
MODEL EXERCISES AND PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN
COURSE LEVEL ASSESSMENT
Juniors
Freshmen Sophomores
Seniors
COURSE LEVEL ASSESSMENT
PROGRAM ASSESSMENT
• Increased buy-in
• The “what librarian” experience
• Program-level awareness
PROGRESS (SO FAR)
• Chemistry (easy)
• University Archives/Wylie House (weird)
• Painting Class (no way!)
TRANSFERABILITY AT IU
• “SEAS” not necessary or possible everywhere
• Model should make sense in any program that is sequential
• ILIAD: “Give us a way to share.”
FUTURE WORK
• Implement in more programs at IU
• Longitudinal assessment
• Multi-institutional partnerships
• ILIAD: study librarian/instructor interaction, evolution of materials, etc.
TRANSFERABILITY BEYOND IU
THANKS!  QUESTIONS?
